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Abstract
The increasing cost and decreasing supply of 
petroleum will eventually lead to widespread use of 
alternative aviation fuels and require the 
development of new concepts for using available 
forms of energy. This paper looks at future fuels and 
energy systems ranging from the more conventional 
kerosene type synthetics derived from oil shale and 
coal to speculative uses of solar and fusion power. 
Possible applications of these alternatives and 
advances in technology needed for their 
development are discussed. The aim of the 
discussion is to stimulate the imagination toward 
innovative development rather than to serve as a 
guideline for future events.
Figure 1. Rising fuel costs have had a dramatic 
impact on the direct operating costs of airplanes.
Introduction
In only nine years, the cost of jet fuel has risen from 
$0.12 per gallon—about 21 percent of the direct 
operating cost of a 747—to $1.00 per gallon—about 
55 percent of a 747's direct operating cost (Figure 
1). At the same time, the possibility of fuel 
shortages, natural or manmade, has become a 
serious consideration.
These twin problems, the rising cost of conventional 
fuel and its questionable availability, are challenging 
engineers to find workable alternatives. What those 
new fuels and energy sources will be and when 
they will be practical are subjects for long debates.
In the short term, probably the only practical 
response to rising fuel costs is development of more 
efficient aircraft and improvement of air-transport- 
system equipment and operations. This, along with 
replacing liquid with non-liquid fuels in non- 
transportation applications, will extend the supply 
of conventional transportation fuels. In the long 
term, new fuels and new concepts for using 
available energy forms will be developed.
In a free market, economics will ultimately control 
when large-scale development and use of new fuels 
or new concepts for using available energy are put 
into effect. This fact has not escaped the 
engineering and academic communities where it is 
popular to burden even the most imaginative ideas 
with tedious economic justifications that often 
exhibit more creativity than the ideas being 
presented. This paper will try to avoid this pitfall by 
concentrating on engineering considerations and 
possibilities and assuming that economic realities 
eventually will be sorted out by the free market process.
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For clarity of discussion this paper has identified 
three fuel/energy groupings and arranged them in 
somewhat chronological order. These groupings 
and the fuel or energy concepts discussed in each 
are:
• Conventional Fuels (Gasoline/Kerosene)
• Oil Sands
• Coal
• Oil Shale
• Cryogenic Fuels
• Hydrogen
• Methane
• Innovative Energy Concepts
• Fusion
• Electro-Chemical
• Solar
• Inertial
Conventional Fuels
Large resources of hydrocarbons in the forms of oil 
sands, oil shale, and coal are available for the 
production of synthetic jet fuel, and these resources 
are widely distributed throughout the world (Figures 
2 and 3).
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Figure 3. Oil sands, coal, and oil shale are available 
worldwide.
The era of synthetic fuel is already here. Canada has 
two plants, Syncrude (Figure 4) and Suncor, capable 
of producing 162,500 barrels per day of synthetic 
crude oil from oil sands. However, last year, 
production was down to an average of 123,500 
barrels per day. Keeping large, one-of-a-kind, 
processing plants operational provides a day-to-day 
challenge. However, by the year 2000, as much as 
40 percent of Canadian liquid fuel requirements 
could be met by processing oil sands.
Figure 2. Large resources of oil sands, coal, and oil 
shale are available for producing synthetic fuels.
Figure 4. This Syncrude plant is processing oil sands 
near Ft. McMurray, Alberta, Canada. 
Source-—Syncrude Canada, Ltd.
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Figure 5. The addition of a third SASOL plant in South Africa nearly doubled production of synthetic fuel 
from coal. Source—Fluor Engineers, Inc.
Synthetic fuels from coal are currently being 
produced in South Africa (Figure 5). Current 
production is being expanded to 90,000 barrels per 
day by a new plant put on line in 1982. When the 
plant is fully operational, South Africa will be able 
to satisfy 50 percent of its transportation fuel 
requirements from coal.
Worldwide, oil shale is receiving a lot of attention. 
The United States, Brazil, Australia, France, Russia,
China, Morocco, and Luxembourg have active oil 
shale programs. In the United States, there are 
several, commercial-scale, oil shale projects1 , like 
the one shown in Figure 6, that have gone beyond 
the ground-breaking stage. This Chevron 
demonstration plant is scheduled to be producing 
300 barrels per day in 1983. Experience gained 
from this plant will be used in building a 
50,000-barrel-per-day facility planned for operation
Figure 6. This Chevron plant near Salt Lake City, Utah, will be a demonstration project for processing oil shale. 
Source—Chevron U.S.A., Inc.
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in 1991. A total of 10 U.S. oil shale projects are 
under consideration that could have a combined 
production of 235,000 barrels per day in the early 
1990s. This would be equivalent to about two 
percent of the current U.S. consumption of liquid 
fuels.
Even with all of the current activity and planned 
programs covering oil sands, coal, and oil shale, the 
quantities of synthetic liquid fuels available by the 
year 2000 will be relatively small compared to 
projected liquid fuel requirements (Figure 7). 
However, by the year 2025, significant quantities of 
synthetic liquid fuels, possibly 50 percent of free 
world requirements, could be available.
hydrogen sulfide and ammonia).
• Increase energy content and improve properties 
(Figure 8).
Figure 7. Synthetic fuel production will be 
increasing dramatically but will have little impact on 
projected fuel needs.
Each resource requires a different extraction 
method and processing technique. Synthetic crude 
oil can be extracted from oil sands or oil shale using 
relatively simple heating processes. Steam is used to 
free the crude from oil sands while significantly 
higher temperatures are required to release the 
crude from oil shale. Synthetic crude oil from coal 
can be obtained using direct processes that liquefy 
the coal by reacting it with hydrogen or hydrogen- 
bearing solvent. Coal, or almost any carbon-bearing 
material, also can be transformed into finished 
products by a synthesis process. In this process, 
coal reacts with steam to produce the basic 
chemical building blocks of carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen. Carbon monoxide and hydrogen can be 
reassembled into transportation fuels in a catalytic 
reactor. The catalyst, pressure, and temperature 
choices determine the properties of the resulting 
liquid.
All synthetic crude oils require additional upgrading 
to produce usable transportation fuels. For jet fuels, 
the upgrading involves the addition of hydrogen to:
• Remove impurities such as sulfur and nitrogen (as
Figure 8. Increasing the percentage of hydrogen in 
synthetic jet fuels raises their energy content and 
improves their quality.
Just how much upgrading is needed is currently 
being debated. A survey of work in progress and 
proposed research programs appear to indicate 
plans for a step backward. A current premise is that 
new fuel sources produce poor-quality fuel and that 
aircraft and engines must be designed to use these 
inferior fuels/The challenge the technical 
community should accept is that the introduction of 
new fuel sources offers the opportunity to create 
fuels that encourage and complement the design 
and production of more efficient and higher 
performance aircraft and engines.
High-quality synthetic jet fuels are possible through 
hydrogen addition or synthesis processes (Figure 9). 
For instance, turbine fuels derived from shale are 
likely to have a higher energy content, lower 
aromatics, and higher smoke-point than those
Figure 9. Synthetic jet fuel could be even higher 
quality than today's fuel.
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derived from current petroleum supplies. These 
qualities would result just from the hydrogen 
saturation required to remove nitrogen prior to 
refining.
With the development of new catalysts, coal 
synthesis processes will offer the opportunity to 
select particular molecular structures that will allow 
development of fuels with highly desirable properties. 
Figure 10 lists improvements that could result from 
tailoring new fuel properties to engine requirements2 .
Will synthetic liquid fuels with improved properties 
for aircraft be practical? That question will be 
answered only if the challenge to investigate the 
possibilities is accepted.
Cryogenic Fuels
Both liquid hydrogen and liquid methane are 
everyday items of commerce. Liquid hydrogen is 
used to power many vehicles in the space program 
and liquid methane is the major constituent of 
liquefied natural gas.
At first glance, hydrogen seems an ideal fuel. It 
burns cleanly with benign emissions and has 
tremendous energy in terms of weight. In fact, a 
pound of liquid hydrogen has almost three times 
the energy of a pound of conventional jet fuel.
Liquid methane and liquid hydrogen share many 
characteristics. However, liquid methane's enerev
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Figure 70. Synthetic /et fuel tailored to engine requirements could result in improved engine efficiency, lower 
maintenance, and longer life.
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Figure / 7. Both liquid hydrogen and liquid 
methane have more energy, pound-for-pound, than 
conventional fuel.
content per pound, though higher than that of 
conventional jet fuel, is not as great as hydrogen's 
(Figure 11).
Unfortunately, both liquid hydrogen and liquid 
methane must be cooled and maintained at 
extremely low (cryogenic) temperatures, -423°F and 
-259°F, respectively, to be used in the liquid state. 
Both also have lower energy densities than 
conventional fuels and therefore take more room to 
store. To maintain the extremely low temperatures 
and contain the additional bulk, liquid hydrogen 
tanks would need to be more than four times larger 
than conventional jet fuel tanks and liquid methane 
would require fuel tanks about 70 percent larger 
than conventional jet-fuel tanks (Figure 12). Aircraft 
would have to greatly increase in size to 
accommodate such tanks.
Aircraft fueled by hydrogen or methane can be 
designed and built using technology developed for 
space vehicles. However, requirements and system 
designs suitable for air transportation differ
Figure 12. Cryogenic fuels take more room to store 
because their energy densities are lower than 
conventional fuels and they also require insulated tanks.
significantly from those developed for space 
because of flight duration, flight profile, system life, 
and number of operating cycles, as well as the 
passenger aspects of air transport operations (Figure 
13). Today's technology must be extended before 
aircraft can be designed that will satisfy commercial 
requirements for scheduling, productivity, 
maintenance and, most importantly, safety and 
economy.
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Figure 13. Cryogenic fuel systems on an aircraft 
would have to meet vastly different requirements than 
those on a space vehicle because of mission differences.
Several studies3 4 5 have identified cryogenic fuel 
system development requirements. The greatest 
challenge for fuel system engineers will be the 
development of fuel transfer techniques that will 
allow safe and stable operation under both normal 
conditions such as taxi, takeoff, cruise, and descent 
and abnormal conditions such as engine-out or air 
turbulence.
Figure 14 shows major risk areas, really engineering 
challenges, identified for liquid-hydrogen- or liquid- 
methane-fueled aircraft. Tank insulation and fuel
Figure 14. Designing aircraft for cryogenic fuels 
would present some major engineering challenges.
pumps are components that will require significant 
advances in technology. Vacuum jackets would be 
too heavy and currently available foam insulation 
cannot withstand the imposed temperature 
variations. Pumps developed for the space programs 
can handle liquids at their boiling points, but their
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Figure 15. Hydrogen's high energy content per unit weight makes it an ideal fuel for future near-earth- 
orbit missions.
operating lives are significantly below those 
required by commercial aircraft.
Cryogenic fuels offer the aircraft designer unique 
properties that could benefit aircraft performance. 
The most obvious is their heat-sink capacity, a 
property that could be of significant benefit to 
hypersonic aircraft for absorbing skin friction and 
systems-generated heat. A less obvious benefit of 
the cryogenic heat sink is its use for cooling 
aerodynamic surfaces for stabilizing laminar 
boundary layers6 .
In the distant future, there is a possibility that 
transportation to and from near-earth orbit will be 
commonplace. This mission could be accomplished 
using hydrogen-fueled single-stage-to-orbit vehicles 
like the one shown in Figure 15. The high energy 
per unit weight of hydrogen will be necessary for 
this type of vehicle until more exotic forms of 
propulsion are proven to be practical.
Storing and delivering cryogenic fuels on the 
ground also present challenges. Existing airport fuel 
storage and delivery systems could not be used for
Figure 16. If aircraft used cryogenic fuels, airports would have to install special storage and handling equipment.
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either hydrogen or methane. Studies sponsored by 
NASA Langley7 8 show that development and 
construction of airport facilities capable of handling 
cryogens are feasible using today's technology. The 
principal differences between the facilities for 
cryogenic and conventional fuels are that the 
cryogenic fuels require a collection system for 
vented gases, an on-site liquefaction or 
reliquefaction plant, and significantly more on-site 
storage capability. Facilities that would be required 
for handling cryogenic fuels at Chicago's O'Hare 
International airport are shown in Figure 16. The 
liquefaction and storage facility would occupy more 
than 80 acres. Because of the height of the 
liquefaction plant and spherical tanks, they would 
have to be located away from runways and 
approaches. Similar installations would be required 
at every airport serving hydrogen- or methane- 
fueled airplanes.
The long-term application of methane as an aircraft 
fuel is not clear. Non-cryogenic conventional fuels 
can be produced from the same resources 
considered for the production of synthetic natural 
gas, hence methane. Considering this, it is difficult 
to develop a scenario that would justify the 
replacement of conventional fuels with cryogenic 
methane unless there were a major cost advantage.
How and when the use of cryogens will be practical 
is also a question of economics. Hydrogen is not a 
naturally occurring fuel and development depends 
on the availability of an abundant low-cost energy 
source for its production and liquefaction. (A major 
breakthrough in the development of nuclear fusion 
could provide such a source.) Methane, on the 
other hand, is a major constituent of natural gas, a 
naturally occurring fuel. In fact, in some areas of the 
world, natural gas is currently surplus and 
inexpensive compared to conventional aviation 
fuels. These conditions and current technology 
make possible the use of liquid methane in special- 
purpose aircraft. However, such aircraft must be 
designed for missions that can accept the weight 
and volume penalties associated with cryogen 
storage and, more importantly, have an engine that 
operates with a relatively low fuel inlet pressure to 
avoid the feed system thermal conditioning 
problems associated with liquid delivery. Light 
aircraft used for pilot training have requirements 
that would fit within these restrictions. In fact, 
Beech Aircraft Corporation is currently flying a 
liquid-methane-fueled, piston engine, trainer 
airplane9 (Figure 17).
Figure 17. Small, methane-powered aircraft like this Beech Sundowner could be practical in locales with 
surplus natural gas.
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Innovative Energy Concepts
Developing new, innovative, energy concepts is a 
process of integrating seemingly impractical ideas 
into what eventually may become a major technical 
breakthrough. The few concepts discussed here 
may only be embryos of what later become major 
breakthroughs needed to take advantage of what 
might be the only energy sources available in the 
future.
Fusion. For the past four decades, there has been at 
least some level of effort aimed at understanding 
and controlling nuclear fusion. During the past 
decade, the tempo of fusion research and the 
number of organizations involved in it have 
increased. This increase has led to many small 
breakthroughs offering at least a hope that
commercial fusion power will be available early in 
the next century.
When aircraft designers look at the large, complex 
equipment associated with most publicized fusion 
projects, they envision ground power plants 
supplying electricity that in turn would be used to 
produce hydrogen fuel for aircraft. A closer and 
more imaginative look at fusion—including 
consideration of lesser publicized, often 
controversial, programs10—indicates that there is at 
least hope for assuming that small, light-weight, 
fusion power plants for aircraft will eventually be 
developed.
The reactor shown in Figure 18 is promising as a 
vehicle for developing small fusion reactors11 . This 
320-megawatt reactor has, at least, the right power 
level for use in a one-million-pound-payload
Figure 18. Relatively small, fusion reactors like this could power a large aircraft once neutron-free reactions 
elininale heavy shielding requirements. Source—Mathematical Sciences Northwest, Inc.
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airplane such as the one in Figure 19. In fact, the 
69- by 23-foot size of the reactor could be 
accommodated in a large aircraft. Unfortunately, 
the high neutron flux associated with the 
deuterium-tritium reaction used by this reactor and 
most other first generation reactors, would force the 
use of unacceptably heavy shielding to protect a 
plane's passengers and superconductive systems. 
However, later-generation reactors will probably 
use neutron-free reactions, such as boron-hydrogen, 
that will reduce shielding requirements, making 
possible reactors of manageable size and weight. In 
any case, fusion power plants will not have the 
radioactive-core-disposal problem associated with 
nuclear fission.
Open Bray ton Cycle
Figure 79. Large aircraft—In the million-pound' 
payload-and-up range—would be ideal for 
early-generation fusion power. Later advances could 
make fusion power available for smaller aircraft.
Propulsion cycles for fusion-powered aircraft can be 
relatively simple. Figure 20 shows three of many 
options. The Open Brayton Cycle is the most basic 
cycle, in that it transfers heat directly from the 
reactor to an engine air-core heat exchanger. 
However, this cycle would be relatively inefficient 
unless major advances are made in the 
development of high temperature materials for the 
heat exchanger.
The Closed Brayton Cycle offers high efficiency but 
could be maintenance-prone unless a very 
advanced technology gearbox is developed. The 
Rankine (steam) Cycle is relatively efficient and 
could probably be developed using existing 
technology.
Advances in fusion technology could open new 
frontiers for air transportation. Possible new aircraft 
designs and missions, along with new problems,
Figure 20. These propulsion-cycle options for 
fusion-powered aircraft are among many available.
would challenge the most creative engineer. Of 
course there are still the questions of when such 
planes will be practical and how big they will have 
to be. These questions must be answered before the 
challenge can move from the laboratory to the 
design board.
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Electro-Chemical. Indications that we may be 
shifting from an economy based on petroleum and 
the internal combustion engine to an economy 
based on electricity and the inherent high 
efficiencies offered by electric motors have 
stimulated significant activity aimed at the 
development of electric automobiles. During the 
energy crises of the seventies, the question was 
asked, often jokingly, "How about an electric 
airplane?" Recently, this question has been taken 
more seriously in light of concepts using electro­ 
chemical reactions involving light metals as fuels.
Advances in solid-state devices for controlling and 
inverting the output of direct-current power sources 
along with research in high-power-density power 
cells offer a glimmer of hope for the development of 
electric-motor-driven aircraft. For example, 
development of a lithium-hydrogen peroxide power 
cell system as shown in Figure 21, may make it 
practical to power small, general-aviation aircraft12 
with electric motors instead of internal combustion 
engines. In systems of this type, the power cell 
stack and reaction products would be removed at a 
refueling stop and sent to a reprocessing facility for
figure 21. Small, general-aviation aircraft could someday be powered by electro-chemical power cells.
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Figure 22. Electro-chemical-powered aircraft would be refueled by exchanging spent for regenerated power cell 
stacks, adding oxidizer, and removing slurry.
regeneration (Figure 22). A new power cell stack 
would be placed in the aircraft so it could continue 
its flight.
The power cell, power control, and motor systems 
would require some advances in technology. 
However, the major drawback of this, or any self- 
contained power cell system, is the requirement for 
on-board storage of the oxidizer. This leads to an 
energy-to-weight ratio for the lithium-hydrogen 
peroxide system about 50 percent of that for 
gasoline. The power cell reaction products must 
also remain on board the aircraft, thus the aircraft 
weight does not decrease over the duration of the 
flight.
The power-cell-powered aircraft offers several 
advantages over gasoline-fueled aircraft with 
internal combustion engines. The most important 
are:
• Increased efficiency and lower maintenance 
offered by electric motors.
• Power that is independent of altitude since the 
oxidizer is carried by the aircraft.
• No air pollution.
These advantages, however, do not make up for the 
large, two-to-one, weight penalty associated with 
carrying the oxidizer. Therefore, the concept 
appears to be more adaptable to general aviation 
mission requirements than those of commercial 
transport aircraft.
Air-oxidizer power cells are also being 
investigated 13 . Unfortunately, these air cycles have 
low power densities and eliminate the independent- 
of-altitude power advantage of a self-contained 
system such as lithium-hydrogen peroxide. A 
unique feature of the air cycle is that the weight of 
the aircraft would increase with mission time due to 
collection of reaction products. Using a lithium-air 
system, an aircraft would gain about 4.3 pounds per 
pound of fuel used. It is not obvious what mission 
could take advantage of this feature—possibly 
bomber and tanker missions which would have 
reduced performance penalties or, perhaps, as a 
secondary power source for lighter-than-air, solar- 
powered aircraft.
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Solar. It is difficult to experience the warmth of the 
sun without believing that its energy could be put to 
practical use. Unfortunately, the on-earth energy 
density associated with this obvious power supply is 
too low for consideration in all but sport aircraft. 
However, indirect use of solar power via solar 
power stations would overcome this problem and 
solar-powered aircraft have been considered 14 .
A possible concept for solar-powered aircraft uses 
laser power transmission as shown in Figure 23. In 
this concept, a solar power station in sun- 
synchronous orbit transmits power to a series of 
relay stations placed in elliptical earth orbits. The 
relay stations capture the main power beam, correct 
power and wave-length errors, refocus the beam, 
and transmit power to the aircraft. 
Technological advances would be required for 
almost all components of a laser aircraft system. 
High-power laser optics for accurately transmitting 
and receiving power over long ranges, controls, and
heat exchangers would all require major state-of-art 
improvements. Safety and reliability would need to 
be ensured for aircraft and passengers by proper 
radiation protection and the development of fail­ 
safe back-up systems and techniques.
A solar furnace, coupled with any one of the 
propulsion cycle options shown in Figure 20, as 
well as photovoltaic electric motor propulsion 
combinations could be used to power the aircraft. 
Heavier-than-air craft would need to add a more 
conventional fuel system, possibly hydrogen, for 
take-off, climb, and landing phases because of high 
power requirements and atmospheric interferences. 
However, large, laser-powered, lighter-than-air craft 
would not have such high power requirements and 
could use the lithium-air, electro-chemical system 
discussed earlier to power take-off, climb, and 
landing phases. Using the lithium-air system, the 
aircraft would generate additional ballast to aid in 
the descent phase of the flight.
Figure 23. Solar energy transmitted by orbiting laser satellites would be concentrated enough to power 
large aircraft
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Figure 24. A combination airship-seaplane—powered by solar lasers—could be the Argosy of the future.
The most suitable missions for laser aircraft would 
probably be long in range and low in frequency. A 
unique application of laser power would be a 
combination airship-seaplane as shown in Figure 
24. Such a ship could travel across the oceans as a 
replacement for today's luxury liners and freighters. 
Low emissions from the airship and elimination of 
requirements for an airport would allow delivery of 
passengers and freight close to the center of major 
cities.
Inertia!. Since the days of the Wright brothers, 
people have dreamed of aircraft that could be used 
by the average person for everyday transportation. 
So far, no aircraft has been able to satisfy this 
desire. General aviation airplanes require prepared 
land-consuming airfields, and helicopters have 
been too expensive to own and operate. If 
abundant low-cost energy, such as fusion, becomes 
available, the dream might eventually be realized 
through the development of an inertia-powered 
personal "Flywheeler" such as shown in Figure 25.
Figure 25. Dreams of personal aircraft for everyday use could still come true in the form of an inert!a-powered "Flywheeler".
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The personal Flywheeler could be a four-passenger 
combination vehicle powered by energy stored in 
counterrotating ring flywheels. These flywheels 
would be spun up overnight using current from a 
normal household electrical wall outlet. The energy 
stored in the flywheels would be depleted after a 
300-air-mile trip. However, the Flywheeler could be 
recharged at a service station in 15 to 20 minutes 
using special high-amperage power supplies.
A rough estimate shows that a practical 800-pound 
payload Flywheeler would require flywheels with 
tip speeds of 16,500 feet per second and energy 
densities of 892 watt-hours per pound. Since our 
most advanced materials will only allow energy 
densities of 400 watt-hours per pound 15 (Figure 26), 
major advances in materials will be required before 
the dream of a personal aircraft for the average 
citizen is satisfied. However, with sufficient 
technological advances, an inertia-powered, fan- 
driven, commuter bus such as that shown in Figure 
27 may eliminate the drudgery associated with long 
commutes to work.
Figure 26. New materials with greater energy 
densities will have to be developed before flywheel- 
powered flight becomes possible.
Figure 27. Inertia-powered, fan-driven, commuter "buses" may someday eliminate the drudgery of the 
rush-hour commute.
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Concluding Remarks References
Aviation has existed a relatively short time in terms 
of industrial history. In the past, older industries 
have had to face the challenge of major shifts in 
their energy sources—from wood to coal and from 
coal to petroleum. Aviation is only now facing such 
a challenge. The introduction of liquids from 
Canadian oil sands in 1968 signaled the beginning 
of a shift to other sources for liquid fuels for 
transportation, a shift that will continue and 
accelerate during the next century. In the 
beginning, fuels will be similar to those used today, 
What fuels and other energy sources we will be 
using to power flight a century from now can only 
be guessed at because of the relatively short history 
of aviation and the acceleration of technological 
change.
What does a shift to new energy sources offer? The 
air transportation industry has really reached a state 
of maturity with current liquid fuels, and a fine- 
tuning of what we have is in progress. Some new 
ideas have surfaced as discussed in this paper, but 
disappointingly few for such a dynamic, high- 
technology industry. Researchers have become 
obsessed with the need for solving today's 
problems, and are preoccupied with presenting 
spectacular demonstrations instead of advancing 
basic technology. Possible new energy sources offer 
an opportunity to extend our technology toward the 
further development of air vehicles as the prevailing 
transportation mode of the future, both for personal 
travel and the movement of freight. Accepting 
possible energy changes as a challenge, rather than 
a problem, and putting creativity back into our 
research, are at least positive steps in the direction 
of improving air transportation and its beneficial 
impact on our quality of life.
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